
Thomas Kraemer         10/21/2023  
145 West 71 Street Apt 8G 
New York, NY 10023 
E: kraemer.tom@gmail.com  
C: 646-528-3124 

Federal Trade Commission 
Bureau of Competition  
Room CC-5422 
600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,  
Washington, DC 20580 

REQUEST FOR WARNING LETTERS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FTC ACT -  

15 U.S.C. §§ 41-58, SECTION 609(E) AND ANTI COMPETITION LAW BE SENT TO 

NORTHAMPTON COUNTY COURT OF COMMON PLEAS IN EASTON PENNSYLVANIA 

AND THEIR DOMESTIC RELATIONS DIVISION.  

NINE Officers of the Court took bribes from Special Education employment contractor for the 

mentally retarded Lehigh University Transition Services to silently approve genetic mental 

retardation billing code ICD-9 MR317 after it was ruled out by medical diagnostic and three 

previous courts when I sued the Easton Area School District for claiming my daughter was 

mentally retarded when she was not. The Court officers (her guardians) refused to allow Emilie 

to attend colleges she was accepted to after graduation and used their position to enforce her 

enrollment with Lehigh University Transition Services —SELLING my daughter into a 

condition of involuntary servitude otherwise known as SLAVERY.   

Domestic Relations then began charging me for disability support for my daughter Emilie 

leaving out the disability [ ICD-9 MR317 ] they were billing for as it was FRAUD.   
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9/21/2010 I fired every lawyer I had, opened a federal case pro se Kraemer v. Pennsylvania  

10-cv-4868 demanding to know why my daughter was tortured [ they were burning her with 

cigarettes before cognitive assessment exams to lower I.Q. scores ] and to find out what 

happened to my daughter’s ruling that she was normal and diagnosed with a mild learning 

disorder as she did not have genetic mental retardation.  Federal Judge John R. Padova allowed 

me to sue 49 educational specialists, guardians, lawyers, judges and PA AG Linda Kelly.   

A Delaware U.S. Attorney was assigned to my case. The Nine Officers of the Court and AG 

Linda Kelly lied to me, the Delaware U.S. Attorney and Federal Judge William J. Martini 

concealing their approval and processing of genetic mental retardation billing code ICD-9 

MR317 Emilie could not possibly have and as such, stealing from the Federal Medicaid program.  

These were violent child traffickers and got their approval from the STATE to make up a bogus 

mental disability diagnosis, bill the U.S. government for the fraud, and hold a parent accountable 

[myself] under the threat of arrest for not paying disability support for a disability they entirely 

made up for a normal child.  

09/15/2011 my case was dismissed with prejudice as the defendants never came forward about 

their processing bogus genetic mental retardation billing code ICD-9 MR317 to treat and traffic 

my daughter Emilie Kraemer. Judge Martini encapsulated my case perfectly:  

 “He believes that though, he claims, Emilie was originally diagnosed as having Asperger's 

Syndrome, a conspiracy made up of some of the defendants changed her diagnosis to mental 

retardation to funnel money to private organizations that specialize in the treatment of such 

individuals.” Doc. 122 Pg. 2.  Which is exactly what they did. 
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11/01/2013 I stoped paying their ransom after they almost killed my daughter Emilie Kraemer 

with infection; Norwegian Scabies, which started out as scabies, an STD she contracted from 

being trafficked in a dirt parking lot she was taken to by Lehigh University Transition Services to 

see a “judge friend” behind Magistrate District Court 31-1-07 in Bethlehem PA. The alleged 

Judge Magistrate District Judge Robert Halal of District Court 31-1-06 killed himself with a 

shotgun blast to his head 06/05/2017 2:30PM, the day I filed a Motion to Show Cause in the 

SDNY seeking the identity of the parking lot judge friend.  

11/04/2014 Officers of the Court,  guardians Lisa Spitale and Shanon Moore responsible for 

selling my daughter to Lehigh University Transition Services took custody from me. The abuse 

the inflicted upon her afterward is unspeakable and at the hands of a company called SPIN that 

Lehigh merged with. 

12/29/2022 My observation of manufacturing bogus mental disability diagnosis codes by School 

Districts to to remove a student from regular education and create business for outsourced special 

education contractors has since been corroborated by the New York Times after I wrote to them  

which resulted in the arrests of five special education contractors.  

06/26/2023 The Medicaid fraud was confirmed as CRIMINAL by the PA Inspector General.  

The FBI has yet to make any arrests. Its inexcusable. I devoted my life to helping good 

companies grow their business. Like IBM, Korn Ferry International, Swatch, PwC, Marsh, the 

Union of Concerned Scientist. I worked for PwC’s Entrepreneurial Advisory Services Division.  

These entrepreneurial fucking animals figured out way to make money by abusing and torturing 

children to drop I.Q. scores during cognitive assessment exams and making up mental disability 
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diagnosis billing codes to be able to collect a checks from the federal government. My Federal 

Government has allowed this sick evil business to transpire. They are violent terrorists. 

The Federal Trade Commission has a duty to issue WARNING LETTERS and PERSUE 

CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS.   

DETAIL  

I. BRIBED COURT OFFICER FRAUD AS A MEANS OF SELLING A NORMAL PUBLIC 

SCHOOL STUDENTS AS GENETICALLY AND INTELLECTUALLY MENTALLY 

RETARDED INTO A CONDITION OF INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE TO A SPECIAL 

EDUCATION EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTOR PROSCRIBED BY 18 U.S.C. § 1584 AND 

THE ROBBERY OF MEDICAID.  

 

I sued the Easton Area School District for not educating my daughter Emilie Kraemer by falsely 

claiming she was mentally retarded and not worthy of regular education.    

 

08/17/2005 I submitted to PA Administrative Proceeding No. 5779 05/06 Emilie’s 2000  

neuropsychological diagnostic from my uncle Dr. Warren Grover M.D. Head of Child    

Neurology St. Christopher’s Hospital for Children. Proof of NO genetic mental retardation and 

his diagnosis of PDD NOS a mild learning disorder. My Uncle was perplexed at Emilie’s low 

I.Q. scores and suspected abuse.  

 

“Results from recent diagnostic testing, completed in order to assist in identifying the potential 

etiology of Emilie’s developmental delays, were reported to have been unremarkable including 

genetic test results ( e.g., no evidence of Fragile X )”  
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02/16/2006 Municipality Solicitor, Ray DeRaymond Esq. sued on behalf of the School District, 

against his granddaughter and submitted Dr. Regina Smock's prescription for genetic mental 

retardation ICD-9 MR317 he knew Emilie could not have. Dr. Smock did no medical diagnostic.  

Transcripts | 2/16/06 Vol X | Pgs 1904 to 1907. 

 

1. 03/26/2006 - PA Administrative Proceeding No. 5779 05/06  Ruled out ICD-9 MR317 

 Ruled in favor of Emilie’s PDD NOS diagnosis.   Awarded $200,000 in comprehensive ed.   

 

2. 03/28/2006 - Mother DeRaymond / Fontno   Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

3. 03/28/2006 - Easton School District / Merlo   Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

4. 03/28/2006 - Magellan / Milestones Health  Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

 

5. 05/18/2006  PA Appeals Panel Proceeding No. 1727  Ruled out ICD-9 MR317 

 Emilie’s PDD NOS became protected by Federal Law.  Awarded $255,000 in comprehensive ed. 

 

6.  09/25/2006 - Attorney/Mother DeRaymond  Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

7. 09/25/2006 - MH/MR Director   Silently approved ICD-9 MR317 

8. 09/25/2006 - Easton School District / Merlo   Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

9. 09/25/2006 - Milestones Health  Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

10. 09/25/2006 Lehigh U Transition Services  Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

 

11. 12/21/2006 - Federal settlement No. 06-cv-3592   Ruled out ICD-9 MR317 

 Emilie’s PDD NOS diagnosis is protected by Federal Law.     

 

12. 12/21/2006 - Attorney DeRaymond 1990-C-956  Silently approved ICD-9 MR317 

13. 12/21/2006 - Judge Edward Smith 1990-C-956  Silently approved ICD-9 MR317 

14. 12/03/2007 - Fed Guardian Marcie Romberger  Concealed treatment ICD-9 MR317 

15. 01/05/2007 - Attorney Ray DeRaymond   Silently approved ICD-9 MR317 

16. 01/05/2007 - Judge E. Giordano  Silently approved ICD-9 MR317 

17. 01/05/2007 - Guardian Lisa Spitale /appointed   Concealed treatment ICD-9 MR317 

18. 01/11/2007 - Attorney Ray DeRaymond  Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 
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19. 01/11/2007 - Lehigh U Transition Services  Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

20. 01/23/2007 - Mother Amy DeRaymond  Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

21. 01/14/2008 - Mother Amy DeRaymond  Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

22. 01/14/2008 - Lehigh U Transition Services    Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

 

22. 03/15/2008 - Dr. Richard Hess/Romberger   Concealed treatment ICD-9 MR317 

 Emilie was brutally tortured before the exam arranged by Romberger. Most of her knuckles were  

 burned, her arms were burned with cigarettes. One hole was nearly seared down to the bone. Her  

 shins showed signs of burns. Emilie walked the halls of Easton High School with open, bleeding   

 wounds on her hands. No one said anything. Not her mother, teachers, nor Dr. Hess.  

 

23. 04/23/2009 - Mother Amy DeRaymond  Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

24. 04/23/2009 - Lehigh University Transition Services   Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

25. 03/16/2010 - Marcie Romberger Conflict of interest    Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

26. 05/17/2010 - Mother DeRaymond 2007-0021  Concealed treatment ICD-9 MR31 

27. 07/21/2010 - DeRaymond/Giordano-support robbery    Silent treatment of ICD-9 MR317 

28. 08/27/2010 - Guardian S. Moore lied on letterhead  Concealed treatment ICD-9 MR317 

29. 08/27/2010  Lehigh University Transition Services   Silently treated EK for ICD-9 MR317 

 

Federal Guardian Shanon Moore 08/27/2010 finalized the SALE of my daughter into involuntary 

servitude to special education employment contractor for the mentally retarded Lehigh 

University Transition Services and lied to me on law firm letterhead, an overt act.   

 

30. 09/10/2010 Kraemer v. Pennsylvania 10-cv-4868   Concealed treatment ICD-9 MR317 

I sued 49 defendants in federal court, everyone involved with my educational lawsuits.  

Twelve were officials with a duty to disclose their knowledge of genetic mental retardation 

billing code ICD-9 MR317 being processed for payment to treat Emilie.  
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Nine were officers of the court received kickbacks from Lehigh University Transition Services in 

exchange for approving the bogus genetic billing code Lehigh needed to seek payment from 

Medicaid.  

 

Three were Pennsylvania publicly appointed officials including the Pennsylvania Attorney 

General Linda Kelly and Kevin Casey the Deputy Secretary for the Department of Public 

Welfare, and Chief Deputy Attorney General Mark Pacella. 

 

31. 10/29/2010 The Delaware United States Attorney Patricia C. Hannigan made an appearance.  

32. 01/25/2011 Kraemer v. Pennsylvania  was transferred to former Republican Congressman N.J. 

 Judge William Martini. 10 Court officers and contractors:   Concealed treatment ICD-9 MR317 

33. 02/11/2011 Judge Beltrami | DeRaymond v. Kraemer  Concealed treatment ICD-9 MR317 

Guardians Shanon Moore, Lisa Spitale and mother DeRaymond sued me during Kraemer v. 

Pennsylvania to be able to send Emilie to Camp Hill for two weeks —7 hours from me making 

visitation impossible. Lisa Spitale also applied for guardian at this time. They were threatening 

me with cutting me off from my daughter while I was suing them in federal court while posing 

interrogatories that might uncover their racketeering. 

 

02/11/2011 I made ELEVEN REFERENCES that Camp Hill was a school for the mentally 

retarded and that Emilie did not belong there. NONE of Plaintiffs said they were approving 

treatment for genetic mental retardation ICD-9 MR317 since 2006 after it was ruled out by three 

different courts they were all party to. If they admitted to fraud it would have blocked the 

materially misleading rebuttal from Judge Beltrami: 
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THE COURT: WHAT IS EMILIE’S CONDITION? 

FEDERAL GUARDIAN SHANON MOORE: 

“Well, Emilie' s been classified with a lot of different diagnoses since she was very young and 

early intervention, up until she graduated. There was an evaluation done by Dr. Hess which said 

she had Asperger's, but she also has cognitive impairment in the form of mild to moderate mental 

retardation.” 

THE COURT: SO WHAT IS HER IQ? 

FEDERAL GUARDIAN SHANON MOORE: 

“She's had varying IQ scores, but the last report is in the mid-60s, low to mid-60s. Her IQ scores 

have ranged from the 50s to 60s but definitely below the 70 IQ.”  

FRAUD   

Emilie’s official, federally protected, medically proven, court ordered diagnosis was PDD NOS. 

Federal guardian Shanon Moore clearly knows this. She was ORDERED under Federal law as 

was Federal guardian Marcie Romberger to protect it.  Instead Shanon Moore is artfully lying to 

prevent me from picking up on her fraud and her signing approval to treat Emilie for ICD-9 

MR317, a genetic mental retardation diagnosis she knows was ruled out and Emilie could not 

have but Lehigh University Transition Services needed for business to bill Medicaid. 

 

02/11/2011 Judge Beltrami threatened to put Emilie in a State mental institution unless I agreed 

with Moore’s recommendation. Emilie said he lied about his in-camera interview with her she 

told him she did not want to attend Camp Hill and she was extremely pissed. She said she was 

going to tell her “judge friend” she was meeting in a dirt parking lot Lehigh University 

Transition Services was taking her to. i.e., sex trafficking her behind Magistrate District Court 

31-1-06. Judge Beltrami is a scumbag gangster that belongs in a cell in Guantanamo bay.  
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************* 

33. 09/15/2011 Kraemer v. Pennsylvania | Judge Martini dismissed my case with prejudice as a 

result of the judges and attorneys fraud upon the Court concealing treatment of ICD-9 MR317:   

 

“He believes that though, he claims, Emilie was originally diagnosed as having Asperger's 

Syndrome, a conspiracy made up of some of the defendants changed her diagnosis to mental 

retardation in order to funnel money to private organizations that specialize in the treatment of 

such individuals.” Doc. 122  Which is exactly what they were doing.  

34. 10/11/2011 I filed a Motion To Reconsider.  10/12/2011 PA Attorney General Linda Kelly’s answer to 

my Motion To Reconsider Doc.134 made circular, vague, arguments devoid of dates and details. 

 

33. 10/12/2011 [Doc 134 ] PA Attorney General Linda Kelly  Concealed ICD-9 MR317 

34. 10/12/2011 Kevin Casey, Department of Public Welfare  Concealed ICD-9 MR317 

35. 10/12/2011 Chief Deputy Attorney General Mark Pacella  Concealed ICD-9 MR317  

 

These defendants PA Executive public officials had total access to Northampton County’s 

payment requests for treatment of ICD-9 MR317 and repeatedly skirted around my interrogatory 

about the disappearance of my daughter’s PDD NOS diagnosis i.e., What the fuck replaced it? 

No answer.  They absolutely knew they were concealing fraud: from me, the U.S. Delaware 

Attorney and Federal Judge Martini.   

 

What is possibly more egregious?  The judge that originally, illegally, silently approved the 

treatment for ICD-9 MR317, Republican Judge Edward Smith, applied for Federal Judge 

07/2011 while his Republican comrade 10/2011 AG Linda Kelly concealed its use from the U.S. 
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Delaware Attorney closely associated with President Barack Obama.   

35. 10/15/2011 - Sweet, Stevens, Katz & Williams LLP  Concealed ICD-9 MR317  

36. 10/15/2011 - Freya Koger Lehigh U Transition Services   Concealed ICD-9 MR317 

The School District’s attorneys—Federal guardian Marcie Romberger’s husband went to work 

for, then Romberger quit due to a conflict of interest she always had—knew the District was 

treating Emilie for IDC-9 MR317 as was Lehigh University Transition Services they were 

sending her to in the afternoons up until she graduated in 06/2010. 

37. 10/15/2011 Case dismissed  

 

38. 2015 Pitta, Bishop & Del Giorno LLC, CFO Mickey Cekovic—Suppressed ICD-9 MR317 

 15-cv-1755 | Kraemer v. DeRaymond  

 “You don’t decide, we decide.” 

 

When I found the Court officers never processed treatment for Emilie PDD NOS diagnosis and 

were processing instead Judge Edward Smith’s silent approval of ICD-9 MR317 I was threatened 

by Pitta, Bishop & Del Giorno, CFO Mickey Cekovic quoting: “You don’t decide, we decide.”  

 

From 2012 to 2023 Top NY labor lobbyist Pitta, Bishop & Del Giorno LLC facilitated the 

federal judge appointment of Edward Smith via my violent witness tampering and threats in 

connection to my discovery of ICD-9 MR317. Pitta, my client of 6 years showed regular interest 

in my connection to Judge Smith. 2013 after Emilie contracted Norwegian Scabies  and survived 

just after Judge Smith received his 08/06/2013 federal judge nomination from President Barack 

Obama Pitta offered to “help”. 
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The Republican Italian mob community in Northampton County and Vincent Pitta were a 

seamless fit. These people are evil and have their fingers into all aspects government. And 

because Pitta represents unions who are extremely loyal ( especially PBA) none of this gets 

reported.  

II. MY DAUGHTER’S TORTURE, THIRD DEGREE BURNS BEFORE COGNITIVE 

ASSESSMENT EXAMS TO DROP IQ SCORES SENDING BUSINESS TO SPECIAL 

EDUCATION CONTRACTORS.  

 

The Easton School District collaborated with guardians and the mother of a school student [ my 

daughter Emilie Kraemer ] to engineer her torture before cognitive assessment placement exams 

to drop I.Q. scores to be able to make special education recommendations providing student 

access to outsourced special education contractors. Northampton Judges, guardians, Police, MH/

MR, conspired with special education contractors in exchange for bribes to conceal all evidence 

of torture before cognitive assessment testing making the low IQ scores appear to be genetically 

caused instead of from the external violent extortion they were bribed to conceal. e.g., to self-

deal business special ed contractors. The RICO conspiracy proscribed by 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d) 

 

Officers of the Court, judges, guardians dovetailed evil extortion with the silent approval of 

genetic mental retardation billing code ICD-9 MR317 ruled out by medical diagnostic and three 

other courts. The use of police was integral, in fact essential to be able to torture children to 

cause business for special education contractors. Police “indifference” to child torture was 

expressed to me by the New York Chief Medical Examiner’s Office. She was spot on. Except it 

was not indifference it was organized in furtherance of creating special education healthcare 

business for School Districts that brought with it a flood of government money.  
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1. 03/2008 Federal Guardian Marcie Romberger arranged a competency exam for  Emilie with doctor      

 Richard Hess. Emilie’s PDD NOS diagnosis is protected by Federal Law. The exam was superfluous.  

 

2. 03/10/2008 On or about attorney DeRaymond and mother DeRaymond arranged Emilie’s extreme   

 torture before her competency exam burning her with cigarettes. 

 

3. 03/13/2008 On or about each of Emilie’s knuckles were burned, and hole was seared down to the       

 bone on her wrist. No one from the Easton School District reported Emilie’s severe burn injuries. She    

 walked  through the Easton school where her mother worked with bleeding, open wounds.   

 No one reported it.   

  

4. 03/15/2008 Saturday I see Emilie was severely burned and I know they are a criminal enterprise.  

 

4. 03/15/2008 Saturday Dr. Richard Hess retained by Federal guardian Marcie Romberger emailed his        

 report. It recommended the IEP  team to consider EK  eligible for procedural safeguards “as a student  

 with mental retardation.” 

 

(i) The report made NO mention of her Court ordered federally protected diagnosis PDD-NOS.  

(ii) The report made NO mention of false claim diagnosis code ICD-9 MR317 county   contractors and    

 the District were illegally submitting for payment to Medicaid to treat Emilie.  

 

5. 04/03/2008 I got a PFA to protect Emilie when Judge McFadden was on and not Judge Giordano.  

 

6.  04/04/2008 According to attorney Abele Iacobelli, attorney DeRaymond intercepted Judge  

 McFadden in the Court parking lot and attempted to stop the PFA. 

 

7.  04/06/2008 On or about Forensic pathologist Dr. Lara B. Goldfeder M.D. of The New York Chef  

 Medical Examiners Office helped me document Emilie’s wounds and had me keep an eye out for new 

 ones. She instructed me to put a ruler next to Emilie when photographing assault wounds. She  

 encouraged  me to find an MD to diagnose Emilie’s wounds as NYPD would do nothing.  

 

8. 04/11/2008 NYC Dermatologist Dr. Lora Felderman MD confirmed Emilie had cigarette burns . 
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9. [ 05/08/2010 Dr. Kristen Landi M.D. Senior Forensic Scientist of the New York Chef Medical   

 Examiner concurred Dr. Felderman’s MD diagnosis adding that each of the injuries to her knuckles  

 were also cigarette burns.] 

 04/16/2008 PFA No. 20080254 | Kraemer v. DeRaymond | Judge William Moran  

10. I alleged Emilie was tortured with cigarette burns.  

 Attorney Ray DeRaymond, the grandfather and county solicitor mocked Emilie’s  insidious burns  

 used  to create business for Northampton County’s health contractors [ transcripts pgs 42-45 ] 

 

11. Spurious.                                                                                                                      

12. A little bite that came up on the child or a scratch.                                                                         

13. Blamed Emilie for doing it to herself. 

 

14. Attorney DeRaymond saw Emilie had bruises from restraint when he made his insane comments.    

15. Attorney DeRaymond attempted to have me sanctioned for taking Emilie to a doctor.  

16.  Nether attorney DeRaymond, mother DeRaymond or any of Emilie’s guardians took her to an MD.  

17. Federal guardian Romberger [ who arranged this violent fraud ] was as no show to the PFA. 

18. Attorney Abele Iacobelli saw and testified as to the deep hole seared to the bone into  Emilie’s arm.        

 He also saw each of her burned knuckles. 

19. Judge Moran dismissed my case and sent Emilie back home with her mother. 

 

20.  03/29/2008 Cigarette burns and stun gun burns on Emilie’s hand photographed in  accordance with 

the instruction from Dr. Goldfeder M.D. of the New York Chief Medical Examiners Office. 

 

21.  08/14/2008  PFA 20080254 | Northampton County DA’s Detective Miller dropped Emilie’s  

 case of obvious, verified torture used to extort a mental retardation finding by Dr. Richard Hess.  

 

 04/23/2009 Hugh Smith. Ph.D Psychological Re-Evaluation 

22. Concealed evidence of the torture, third degree burns confirmed by M.D.s used to skew I.Q. points      

 during Dr. Hess’s exam. “A history domestic abuse, physical,  sexual abuse toward Emilie alleged by      

 Mr. Kraemer against Mrs. Fontno; was unfounded.”   This is fucking insane. Doctors know Emilie      
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/14ameQh_jcAeMQg160TmRynluryEfgYmh/view?usp=sharing


 was  burned but because Judge William Moron did not feel like doing anything about it—this insane  

 report is produced—which identify cognitive issues completely medically disassociated from evil,  

 insidious  organized torture. HOW? How the fuck are any of these people allowed to have these jobs?  

  

 05/17/2010 Kraemer v. DeRaymond 2007-0021 OC | Judge Koury 

23. I re-sued in Kafkaesque Northampton County for Emilie’s organized torture seeking custody from her 

 Frankenstein mother.  My attorney Julia Lucas did everything right.  

 

24. EASTON POLICE WERE A NO SHOW. Police protected child torture used to create business for         

 special education contractors. This was a regular pattern. In 07/2012 with my sister Deputy Kraemer  

 she refused to  intervene for severe torture used for Emilie’s extortion.   

 

25.  05/08/2010 Dr. Kristen Landi M.D. Senior Forensic Scientist of the New York Chef Medical   

 Examiner concurred Dr. Felderman’s MD diagnosis and added that each of the injuries to her  

 knuckles were also cigarette burns. 

 

26. Judge Koury refused to allow Dr. Landi, a Senior forensic Scientist with New York Chef  Medical       

 Examiner’s Office to testify.  

 

27. The mother’s attorney was given advance notice of Dr. Landi’s testimony then objected on  the basis  

 that he was not provided a report on her area of specialty. 

 

28. Mother DeRaymond while enjoying protection from the Court for organized torture before a cognitive  

 assessment exam to drop IQ scores LIED that Emilie was being treated for PDD-NOS  concealing    

 from  the record she was approving treatment for genetic mental retardation code ICD-9 MR317 

 [03/28/2006][09/25/2006][2007][2008][2012] 

 

29. Judge Koury did not allow me to testify about the result of taking E.K. to either doctor. 

 

30. Judge Koury did not put his findings of fact/conclusions of law on the record.  

 

31. He simply faxed an Order to deny my petition—for organized torture. He like judge Moran packaged  
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 these horrific organized assaults the Judges were party to—as part of the enterprise—as murky    

 domestic issues. Thus avoiding any criminal ramifications.   

 

 02/11/2011 PA 2011-0021 OC | 2007-0021 | Judge Anthony Beltrami  

32. Guardian Lisa Spitale, Federal guardian Shanon Moore, mother Amy DeRaymond petitioned Judge   

 Beltrami for Emilie to attended  Camphill Soltane a home for the mentally retarded for two weeks—7  

 hours from me preventing me from seeing my daughter and Lisa Spitale applied for guardian as a  

 means to get me to back off my federal complaint against them in Kraemer v. Pennsylvania where  

 they were concealing their approval of ICD-9 MR317.  

 

33.  05/08/2011 Guardian Lisa Spitale grabbed and  burned Emilie in her home when the mother  

 was “out.” She violently extorted my daughter to agree to attend a home for the mentally  retarded  

 Camphill Soltane.  

 

34.  07/2011 Judge Ed Smith applied for EDPA Federal Judge.  

35. 10/15/2011 Kraemer v. Pennsylvania was dismissed. 

 

36. 2011 there were break-ins to my apartment on 145 West 71 Street Apt 8G after my landlord Edelstein  

 hired Mexican contractors to work on the roof.  They used an electric boom lowered from the roof to  

 break in through my apartments side window and did two things: 

 

(i) They built a delivery system to eject toxic fumes into my bedroom while I was sleeping. [ Mexican  

 contractors unwittingly left cached breadcrumbs to their personal gmail accounts after they  logged  

 into on my  Apple MacPro workstation No. YM13805MEUF while they were robbing me. ]  

 

(ii) They rerouted my ethernet cables to bypass my CISCO UC520 firewall and PBX. They pulled the  

 credentials from my Apple workstation and laptops and passed them to NYPD and Northampton   

 County PA police to wiretap my business devices vis-a-vis an Apple DEP account managed by an  

 Mobile Device Management server [MDM] and assigned themselves mirror access to my computer  

 screens.  They could see every lead I generated, every email sent, every web program I created, my  

 proprietary patented software. They robbed, grand larceny in the first degree. They needed access to  
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ha-Bdwylux7wnx8Kbq9HOcrYfKoKDFSt/view
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 the Kraemer Inc. computer devices to set their MDM’s remote software control and they had it. They  

  also had the full cooperation of Apple security [retired NYPD] at Apple stores. 

 

(iii) NYPD has let me know through direct aggression at the Apple Fifth Ave flagship store they have  

 access to my Apple business devices. They and Northampton County Police are responsible for  

 facilitating my daughter’s unspeakable inhuman treatment and torture in furtherance of Republican  

 Judge Edward Smith’s federal judge nominations. [ 07/02/2018  when I emailed myself about the  

 NYPD assisted break-ins 12:00 AM Sergeant O’Keef 1:00AM emailed me seeking a meeting.]   

 Apple CEO Tim Cook would lose his mind if he knew his security and employees helped further a  

 violent child trafficking enterprise operating out of public school districts. Selling to Schools is one  

 of Apple’s key lines of business.  See Apple security working with NYPD to further witness  

 suppression and intimidation 04/25/2023.  

 

Organized torture, extortion: Judge Smith, Guardian Lisa Spitale, Deputy Gretchen Kraemer  

37. 03/23/2012 Guardian Spitale petitioned Judge Edward Smith to remove two weeks of my   summer        

 vacation time with my daughter and for to spend it at Lehigh University Transition Services.  

 

38. 04/03/2012 Emilie was raped in a parking lot by police or her “anonymous judge friend”    she was  

 taken to by Lehigh University Transition Services and let their ALL DAY two days    in a row. 

 [ ESI email threads ] 

 

39. 04/06/2012 Lehigh University Transition Services explanation was ludicrous.  

 

40.  04/09/2012 Federal Guardian Shanon Moore ordered counseling for Emilie after Emilie told  me that   

 Lehigh left her in a parking lot ALL DAY with her anonymous judge friend which I    saw and      

 documented on AT&T FamilyMap.  The Friday counseling was used for violent witness suppression.      

 Emilie often emerged from these concealing sessions drug addled and  injured. I.e., to continue her  

 organized rape in exchange for cop and judicial favors  Shanon Moore Esq., scheduled Emilie’s          

 suppression.  

 

41. 07/20/2012 The two weeks with Lehigh University Transition Services petitioned by Lisa    Spitale and 
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 ordered by Judge Smith began.  Lehigh University Transition Services staff took  Emilie to a private   

 residence and tortured her with cigarettes in escalating severity  advertising Emilie’s burn injuries to       

 me on visitation days.  

42. 7/23/2012 CIGARETTE BURNS MONDAY | JUDGE FRIEND with wiretap access to    Kraemer Inc.  

 told Emilie to “be tough” in connection to her torture.   

 

43. 7/27/2012 CIGARETTE BURNS FRIDAY 

 

44. 08/6/2012 CIGARETTE BURNS MONDAY | DEPUTY KRAEMER refused to intervene.    She said I 

  was overreacting. Then attempted to parley my wanting Emilie’s torture to stop  into an out-of-court        

 meeting with Judge Ed Smith.  I refused. 

 

45. My sister deputy Gretchen Kraemer, Judge Edward Smith’s best friend. Deputy Kraemer had wiretap  

 access to my business emails, files, mobile phones while she allowed   torture, trafficking and  witness  

 suppression of my daughter, her niece Emilie L. Kraemer so Judge  Smith could be a federal judge  

 applicant.  1

 

46.  08/06/2012 My deputy sister refused to document or make arrests for Emilie’s cigarette burns.   

 Deputy Kraemer said “I was overreacting” then attempted parley my wanting Emilie’s organized  

 torture to stop into an informal meeting with Judge Smith via her wedding in 4 days she announced  

 that day. Judge Smith was organizing it and would be the only guest outside of immediate family at  

 the reception. I learn that day my sister and Judge Smith were close friends  for years. EMILIE  

 has a literal hole seared down to the bone on her arm as a result of Judge Smith’s order.  Deputy  

 Kraemer wanted to make sure I bring Emilie to the reception Judge Smith would be attending.  

 

47. After I declined Deputy Kraemer’s insane wedding invitation. Emilie suffered more unexplained  

 serious injures.  

 

 05/30/2005 Department of Justice Legal Department: Memorandum # 0000011 in regard to 18 U.S.C. § 2340. page 36.   1

“Much of the condemned conduct goes far beyond the CIA techniques and would almost certainly constitute torture under United 

States Law…Pakistan (beatings, burning with a cigarettes, electric shock)…”
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https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/olc/legacy/2013/10/21/memo-bradbury2005.pdf
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48.  10/19/2012 Sexual assault. My daughter’s face was pummeled. Showed signs of sexual    assault in  

 PA. Interrogation Fridays at therapist Sarah Dina that shared the same address as Insight  

 Investigations in Nazareth PA. 

 

49. 11/17/2012 Stove burn. Torture. No treatment, no explanation by mother or guardian in PA.    

50. 11/27/2012 Stove burn. Torture. No treatment, no explanation by mother or guardian in PA.   

 

 They will say Oh, she had an accident, or a bee bit her or its a cat bite —but Emilie has A LOT of  

 accidents and burns were confirmed by the NY Chief Medical examiners office to be cigarette burns,  

 and by many other doctors. The enterprise had a program of severely abusing children to force them  

 into special education.  

  

51.  02/06/2013  Lehigh University Transition Services staff sex trafficked Emilie in a parking lot. Emilie     

 demanded to be taken back to the office. A cigarette was put-out on her forehead to make    her comply  

 with her rape. 4 weeks later Emilie contracted scabies an STD her mother, guardian Lisa Spitale and  

 federal guardian Shanon Moore cultivated into Norwegian Scabies—a morbid, lethal disease.  These  

 people are psychotic and violent. They cannot be reasoned with.   

 

(i)  08/01/2013 Judge Smith was nominated for federal judge by President Obama. 

 08/07/2013 Court officers Lisa Spitale, Shanon Moore, mother Amy DeRaymond restarted Emilie’s  

 attempted murder through the  re-cultivation of Norwegian scabies via  prescription of Elidel a very  

 powerful immunosuppressant. They  knew how to pause the disease and restart it. They knew they  

 concealed attempted murder of Judge Smith’s victim from President Obama and  

 the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee. 

 

(ii) 11/06/2013 Judge Edward Smith testified before US Senate Judiciary Committee  

 Toxic fumes jetted through the floor boards of my bedroom. Forcing me out of the apartment    by     

 11/16/2013 where I was assaulted by Hotel Trades Council union members under the direct,  

 significant influence of lobbyist, Pitta Bishop & Del Giorno LLC at any hotel I stayed   in.  

 

(iii)  01/16/2014 U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee nominated Judge Edward Smith for  
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 federal judge. 01/13/2014 Monday I made Emilie’s guardians take her to a doctor. She   

 looked sick and said that Lehigh took her to a private residence and a man was there. 2:43       

 PM Guardian Lisa Spitale: “Unfortunately, Emilie did not have “chemistry” with this    

 individual and the pairing was not benefiting Emilie. Therefore, the individual is no longer  

 working with Emilie and they are in the process of locating someone else to work with her.  

 i.e., they severely abused Emilie and made her extremely.  

 

(iv)  03/26/2014 U.S. Senate appointed Judge Edward Smith federal judge 

 03/27/2014 Guardian Lisa Spitale and mother Amy DeRaymond overdosed and brain  damaged     

 Emilie the day after Judge Smith’s appointment with pharmaceuticals. 105 Tablets of Risperidone  

 were prescribed and combined with Bupropion causing seizers.    

 

53. 10/12/2015 - PFA-2014-000815 | Spitale v. Kraemer | Judge Zito  concealed torture. 

 Federal Guardian Lisa Spitale sued to take visitation from me. She lied that I took my daughter to a  

 shelter causing Northampton County Judge Zito state: “to have grave concerns about my mental  

 health.” We stayed at a hotel because my apartment was deemed unsafe by NY DHCR and NYC  

 HPD.  Edelstein was dumping fuel oil and venting it into the apartment—for which she was fined.  

 Judge Leonard Zito ignored the pattern of torture used by the guardians to extort their victim  

 into a condition of involuntary servitude. Judge Leonard Zito cut off my visitation and I have not seen  

 my daughter Emilie since.  

 

54. 2015 The PA enterprise, reached into NYC metaphorically speaking and dropped me off a cliff. They  

 tried  to kill me in the street facilitated by my illegal evection, assaults in hotels I stayed at through  

 lobbyist Pitta’s client the Hotel Trades Council and use of an electronic prison—using standard IT  

 geofencing alerts to set off union networked patrols. These patrols tracked, then inflict injury, spoil  

 ESI, maim, etc. After a period of time I noticed: A. They were union members. B. They were union  

 member represented by former client one of the most powerful labor lobbyist in New York - Pitta,         

 Bishop & Del Giorno LLC.   
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REQUEST FTC TO SEND WARNING LETTERS 

AGREEMENT UNDER THE COLOR OF LAW BY COMPETITORS TO  

COMMIT FRUAD AND STEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES.  

 Attorneys, and public officials do not work for free, nor do they knowingly commit federal crimes for  

 free. Each of the  following knowingly committed fraud and participated in child torture. Relevant  

 conduct to their common interests of stealing Medicaid paychecks from the U.S. government.   

 

 - Attorney Ray DeRaymond [ Died 2020 ] 

 - Mother Amy DeRaymond 

 - Guardian Shanon Moore Esq.  

 - Guardian Lisa Spitale Esq. 

 - Guardian Marcie Romberger Esq. 

 - Northampton County Judge Emil Giordano 

 - Northampton County Judge Leonard N. Zito 

 - Northampton County Judge Edward Smith EDPA 

 - Director of Special Education John Merlo  

 - Sweet, Stevens, Katz & Williams LLP 

 - Former Pennsylvania Attoreny General Linda Kelly 

 - Kevin Casey, Department of Public Welfare 

 - Freya Koger Lehigh University Transition Services [ Sold to SPIN 07/2013]  

 - Kathleen McHale President and CEO SPIN 2011 - 07/01/2023. SPIN 10501 Drummond Rd.       

 Philadelphia, PA 19154 She stepped down right after the PA  Inspector General cited CRIMES  

 involving her, Lisa Spitale Esq., Shanon Moore Esq., Freya Koger and mother Amy DeRaymond  

 were responsible for the torture, trafficking and attempted murder of my daughter Emilie 08/26/2013.   

 - Northampton County PA Domestic Relations Division 

 - Northampton County PA MH/MR Division  

 - Pitta, Bishop & Del Giorno LLC 

 - Deputy Gretchen Kraemer 

 - The Easton and Bethlehem Police Departments.’ 
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https://spininc.org/


THEIR FRUAD IS EVIL   

Many of these defendants ought to be serving life sentences and that would be too good for them.  

WHERE IS MY DAUGHTER?  FIND HER. 

07/2013 Lehigh University Transition Services sold Emilie to SPIN 2158 Avenue C, Bethlehem, 

PA 18017 | 610-625-1222 07/2013 and ought to be shut down.  

Emilie L. Kraemer lives with her Mother Amy DeRaymond Fontno whose last known address is 

423 Vista Drive Easton PA 18042  P: 610-330-0419. Emilie called me 2022 and said they moved 

to Forks Township next to Easton. Emilie’s last known cell number: 646-241-4382 

 

ID VERIFICATION. 

(i) Attached is a copy of my New York Drivers license for verification.  

PLEASE SEND MY DOCUMENTS TO  

Thomas Kraemer / C/o Staples mail.  

500 Eighth Avenue  

PO Box 1539 

New York, NY 10023  

A PDF WITH HYPER LINKS TO EVIDENCE CAN BE FOUND HERE 

https://www.kraemerinc.com/discov/Federal%20Trade%20Commission-ICD-9MR317.pdf 
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Thomas Kraemer | 646-528-3124 | kraemer.tom@gmail.com  
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